Kylie Gillies
Co-host of The Morning Show, compere, MC &
presenter
Kylie Gillies is the co-host of The Morning Show on
Channel Seven. Highly versatile, professional and
charismatic, Kylie is in high demand as compere, MC
and presenter for corporate events and awards
ceremonies.
Kylie has been with Channel Seven since 1995 and has
worked across News, Sunrise, Sportswatch and
Sportsworld. She was sports presenter and fill in host
at Weekend Sunrise.
Over 12 years with the Seven Network Kylie has
covered many major sporting events including the
Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta, Sydney Athens, and
Beijing the Winter Olympic Games in Nagano, Salt Lake
City and Torino and the 2002 Commonwealth Games in Manchester.
Each year Kylie is also involved in covering the Australian Tennis Open and the Melbourne Cup
Carnival and has worked on the Golden Slipper Carnival and the Spring Racing Carnival.
Prior to Seven, Kylie worked as a reporter, producer and newsreader for Prime Television in
Tamworth. Kylie became the face of northern New South Wales during her 10 year association
with Prime.
In 2009, Kylie was a contestant on series nine of Channel Seven’s Dancing with the Stars.
Kylie is married to media executive Tony and has two sons, Gus and Archie.

Client testimonials
Emdur and Kylie Gillies were our Master of Ceremonies duo at our Black Tie Annual
“ Larry
Staff Awards- and what a Dynamic Duo they turned out to be! They took the time to build a
great rapport with the Bank's CEO and this really came through during the presentation. The
conversation on stage was lively, interesting and flowed well. I would not hesitate in
recommending them for future events.
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- St George Bank

did a fantastic job. Very smart at handling the holistic event and connecting the common
“ Kylie
points between speakers.
- Transpose DV

was) great. Everybody loved her, she was taking photos with everybody made a massive
“ (Kylie
efforts with us on the night.
- Luna Park Sydney

co-hosting of the National Travel Industry Awards…was nothing short of superb. In fact
“ Your
the plethora of positive comments that are now flowing into the office bear witness to that,
and between us two, I think you have established a whole new fan base! I am very
appreciative of the way in which you both kept the event moving along; injected humour and to my personal amazement - kept the background noise level to the lowest that it has possibly
been in years. In short you did a fantastic job for us.
- The Australian Federation of Travel Agents Ltd
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